VCl'ticnl translatory, as well as rotatory motion, is possible. These d€G"ces 0:' :'!'eedomare necessary for aligning the 'optic axis of colli-:::3.~or,and telescope so that theY-intersect in the specimen surface pinhole in the focal plane of the telescope for control of th~ Sf'.: 2~,.J in angle of incidence, and (4) an iris diaphragm for restricting ~he observed specimen area.
The chief merits of the arrangement given are its relativel y s:L.r.rlc construction and the use of a standard LEED chamber.. Only a m8jo:r reconstruction of the latter would remove the two principal a~ Ui' I " ")11;: 1 ','J' of the present design, namely, the 45 0 angle of incidence on t;;C'ec-:, (:11 (which would preferably be 70_80°) and the need to rotate t.he )..;p,.:·" ,.,i,e;,. Neither the United States, nor the CommISSIon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A.
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or 8. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behiil f of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
